Addendum to memo “District Accreditation Recommendations”

Fanshawe Public Schools – 40-C039 as of the printing of the following report, was listed on page 116 as a school with “Accreditation with Warning.” This is in Error.

Fanshawe Public Schools – 40 – C039 is recommended as a school with “Accreditation with no deficiencies.”

Keys Public Schools – 11-I006, as of the printing of the following reports, was listed on page 75 as a school with “Accreditation with Deficiencies”. This is the proper Accreditation recommendation for them; however, there is a deficiency being added for “Teacher teaching without the proper credentials”. This will not result in a change of the recommendation, but is noted to assure accuracy.

Belfonte Public Schools – 68-C050, as of the printing of the following reports, was listed on page 147 as a school with “Accreditation with Warning”. This is the proper Accreditation recommendation for them; however, there is deficiency being added for “Teacher teaching without the proper credentials”. This will not result in a change of the recommendation, but is noted to assure accuracy.